
Records We Love
“Scientist Rids the World of the Evil Curse of the Vampires”

Surely in the running for the prize for the longest album title of all time, “Scientist Rids the World of 
the Evil Curse of the Vampires” is a landmark dub classic and a high-water mark for the genre. Its 
probably the best of all Scientists’ themed records, and a great place to start investigating his back 
catalog.

The mood is dark and heavy, it plays just like a classic horror movie - the atmosphere is tense and 
the pacing relentless (at a short and sharp 37:37 minutes, no less). Which doesn’t mean you can’t 
get down to these riddims - they’re a driving force!

Recorded in 1981 at Channel One Studios in Jamaica by Scientist backed by the Roots Radics 
band, its ten tracks make for one heavy listening session. Famously it was featured on Grand Theft 
Auto 3 as the music of a fictitious Reggae radio station, but Scientist was never paid for the use.

http://www.factmag.com/2015/07/14/a-beginners-guide-to-scientist/
https://www.discogs.com/artist/33468-Scientist
https://www.discogs.com/label/278969-Channel-One-Recording-Studio
https://www.discogs.com/artist/90203-The-Roots-Radics


Sonically its a tour-de-force of 
the organic dub stylings, pre- 
the advent of the heavier 
electronic dancehall influences 
on later 80s dub. Scientist 
mixed the record at King 
Tubby’s studio and features 
vocals from Wayne Jarrett, 
Michael Prophet & Johnny 
Osbourne.

The drum tracks are monster - 
the sounds are crackling and 
dry until the huge spring 
reverbs kick in. The Toms sound as dead as the horror-show characters on the cover (not in a bad 
way, either). Heads up for the diggers out there - this album has samples. From the blood-curdling 

horror vocals to the occasional drum hit one-shot, have your MPC at 
the ready (*-Federal Audio in no way condones or seeks to 
encourage copyright violations. Samples are for personal use only, 
any unauthorised distribution for sale or otherwise is strictly 
prohibited, etc).

Dubs abound and there’s heavy use of the mixing board - EQ 
filtering, drop-out mutes and huge throws to spring reverbs (working 
overtime on just about everything across the mix as you’d expect). 
Stand-out tracks include ‘Ghost of Frankenstein’ (all smooth lovers 
vocals courtesy of Michael Prophet from ‘Sweet Loving’ and driving 
shanks accented by phased-out wobble) and ‘The Voodoo 
Curse’ (scary bong-
burble intro giving 
way to Flabba Holt’s 
filtered bass - this 
track is a lesson in 
minimalist dub 
riddem reworking).

Of special note is the 
sleeve artwork. 

Created by London-based Greensleeves record 
label designer Tony McDermott, it is one of a long 
line of Scientist’s themed records. Organic and 
handmade, it shares a rough & ready outlook with 
the music. Tony McDermott’s work is playful and 
cartoon-like with detail packed into every corner.

Read an interview with Tony here.
Check out this great read on Jamaican Dub sleeve art.

https://www.discogs.com/artist/76573-Wayne-Jarrett
https://www.discogs.com/artist/49803-Michael-Prophet
https://www.discogs.com/artist/65317-Johnny-Osbourne
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9ZoIfxHLCE&index=7&list=PL4298FF89C0F3ACC0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqD_CcIG--Q&list=PL4298FF89C0F3ACC0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hL7EdDU-Q8k&index=6&list=PL4298FF89C0F3ACC0
https://farm8.staticflickr.com/7505/16298734565_6c1c5298c8_b.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFcUEzNZEsM&list=PL4298FF89C0F3ACC0&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=thUCdNODOn0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqD_CcIG--Q&index=1&list=PL4298FF89C0F3ACC0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqD_CcIG--Q&index=1&list=PL4298FF89C0F3ACC0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46_hkH3D1TI
https://web.facebook.com/Tony-McDermott-Design-179011958889748/?_rdr
https://www.creativereview.co.uk/cr-blog/2010/july/new-stussy-book-celebrates-cover-art-of-uk-label-greensleeves/
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2011/07/design-legacy-a-social-history-of-jamaican-album-covers/

